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(Receiced 8 Junltary 1970) 
$1. INTRODUCTION 
DENOTE by R, the Thorn group of all bordism classes [M”] of closed oriented smooth 
n-manifolds M”, and denote by R, the graded ring xnmO R, with multiplication given by 
[A4”][M’“] = [Mm x M’“]. Wall has shown that all 2-torsion of R, consists of elements of 
order two. We also know from Milnor tha2t R, has no odd torsion and that there exists closed 
oriented smooth manifolds 
such that 
M”, IVIa, . . . , ilf4k, . . . 
(i) if 4/c is not of the form 2p’- 2 for some odd prime p, then sk[Al’k] = 1, 
[ii) if 4k is of the form 2p’ - 2 for some odd prime p, then ~Jlcf”~] = p and also all 
Pontryagin numbers of M4” are divisible by p. 
Moreover 
R*/Torsion = Z[[M”], [bf ‘1, . . . , [M”“], . . .]. 
Elements A44k satisfying (i) or (iii) depending on the value of k will be called Milnor base 
elemenfs. For references see [2]. 
The purpose of this note is to prove the following theorem, which answers a question of 
P. E. Conner and myself [2, 51. 
THEOREM. Let p be an odd prime and let k 2 1. Let I,,(k) denote all ‘1 E R, such that cz 
admits a representatBe M” upon lrqhich (Z,)” acts smoothly, orientably and rvithout stationary 
points. Then I(k) = XI,(k) is an ideal of Cl,, and is the principal ideal generated by 
p, [lwp-q,. . . , [M2p*-‘-2] 
where the Mzpe2 are arbitrary Milnor base elements. 
InSection2wedisplayMilnor baseelements Mzp-‘, . . . , M2pk-‘-2upon which(Z,)kacts 
without stationary points. Thus I, Contains the principal ideal generated by p, [MZp-‘1, . . . , 
2p*-L-2 
CM I. 
t This paper was written in 1968. Shortly afterwards, Tammo tom Dieck used the results to settle a 
considerably more general problem in “Actions of finite abelian p-groups without stationary points ” 
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In the remainder of the paper we prove the reverse inclusion. The method involves 
G-bundles upon which 2, acts as a group of bundle maps, and is a variation of previous 
Conner-Floyd methods [2, 31. That is, instead of treating spaces upon which 2, acts as in 
[2], we consider G-bundles upon which 2, acts as in [3] and carry the work a little further. 
$2. EXAMT’LES 
We begin with an action of (Z,)‘+’ on CP(p’) having only isolated stationary points; 
we then find an invariant submanifold of dimension 2p’ - 2 which misses all the stationary 
points. 
For each function 
cp: {O,l)..., p”}+{O, I )..., p- 1) 
define a complex analytic map 
of period p by 
T, : CP(‘p’) -+ CPCp”) 
T&Z,, . . . , Z,,,] = [2’(‘)Zo, . . . , @+)ZpJ 
where E. = exp hi/p. For any cp and cp’, then T, and TV, commute. There exists a set ‘pi, . . . , 
(P~+~ of functions 
(0, 1, *. ., P”> + VA 1 , . . ..P- 11 
which separates points; that is, if 0 5 i <J’ I pk then for some r we have q,(i) # p,(j). Fix 
such a set cpt, . . . , (P~+~. Then T,,, . . . , T,,, , yields an action of (Z,Jk+i on CP(pk), and the 
stationary points of the action are precisely the pk + 1 points [0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 01. 
Let M c CP(p’) be defined by 
M= KZO, . . ..Zpk].CZiP=O}. 
Then M is invariant under the action of (Z,)““, and there are no stationary points on M. 
Moreover M is a non-singular variety in CP(pk). Hence M is a closed oriented smooth 
(2pk - 2)-manifold. Furthermore the orientation class of M is dual under PoincarC duality 
in CP@‘) to the element pt E H2(CP@“)) w h ere t is the canonical generator. 
The above gives sufficient information to compute s,[M], 4r = 2pk - 2. For as in 
c4, P. 401, 
s,cw = (pt. s,(wP”>> - be, a> 
where cr is the orientation class of CP[p”). Since 
s,(CPipk)) = (p” + l)t+ l, 
then 
srM=pk”’ +p -p** =p-modp’. 
Moreover M is clearly seen to have all Pontryagin numbers divisible by p; for example, 
since (Z,)“” acts on it without stationary points [2, p. 1421. 
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It is easy to vary iM in such a way that s,[itf] = p. Ifs, M = p + fp2, let N be a Miinor 
base element in dimension 2pk - 2 and consider the disjoint union M’ = 1cf - tp . N. Then 
(ZJk + I acts without stationary points on M’ and s,[lM’] = p. We have shown the following: 
THEOREM 2.1. There exists a Milnor base element of dimension 2~’ - 2 upon which 
(Z, )L + 1 acts orientabl.v, smoothly and \t.ithout stationary points. 
By way of further examples, 2, x Z, acts without stationary points on the Milnor base 
element CP(p - l), generated by 
r,[Z,. , Z,_,] = [Z,, i.Z,, . ., i.p-‘Z,_,] 
r,cz,, . .) Z,_,] = [Z,, . . . Z,_l, Z,]. 
Moreover, Z, x Z, x 2, acts without stationary points on the Cayley plane. These examples 
are due to Bore1 [I], and motivated the present question. 
3. BUNDLES UPON WHICH Z, ACTS 
Fix a finite abelian group H and a compact Lie group G. We consider 
(a) a smooth principal G-bundle p : B---f X where B is compact, and 
(b) a smooth left action of H on B which commutes with the action of G. 
The entire structure will be denoted by (H, B, G) and called simply a triple (see [3]). Denote 
the result of acting on b E B with g E G by bg, and of acting on b E B with h E H by hb. Then 
h(bg) = (hb)g for all h, b, g. A unique action of H on X is defined by hp(s) = p/l(x), and this 
action is smooth. 
The triple (H, B, G) is closetf if dB = 0; then also dX = CD. It is oriented if X is oriented 
and if the action of H on X preserves orientation. It is free if H acts freely on X. 
One can devise various bordism theories involving categories of triples. Before con- 
sidering some of these, we specialize H = Z,, the cyclic group of order p where p is an odd 
prime. 
(1) The category of oriented free triples. One can define a closed oriented free triple 
(Z,, B, G) to be bordant if there exists an oriented free triple (Z,, B’, G) with a(Z,, B’, G) = 
(Z,, B, G). Here Xshould be oriented as 5X’. If one continues in this fashion, one obtains 
an abelian group B,‘(Z,, G) of bordism classes [Z,, B, G]’ of closed oriented free triples 
with dim X = tl. 
(2) The category of oriented triples. Here each closed oriented triple represents an 
element [Z,, B, G], and the group of all such bordism classes with dim X = n is denoted by 
&VP > (3. 
(3) The category of oriented triples (Z,, . B, G) where Z, acts freely on 8X. An oriented 
triple (Z,, B, G) with Z, acting freely on dX is said to bord if there exists an oriented triple 
(Z,, B’, G) such that B is embedded regularly in 2B’ as the closure of an open set, if the 
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action of Z, x G on B is a restriction of that on B’, if the orientation of X is induced by that 
of 8X’, and if Z, acts freely on 2X’- X. As in [3, p. 1391, one is led to a bordism group 
B,“(Z,, G) of bordism classes [Z,, B, GJ” of such classes with dim X = n. 
The following is a minor variation of [3, p. 1401. 
THEORE;L~ 3.1. T/rue is an exact sequence 
. . . -+ B,‘(Z,, G) -f+ B,(ZI,, G) 5 B,“(Z,, G) 5 B’,_ ,(Z, , G) --, . . ’ 
4-Z,, B, Cl’ = 1.7, t B, Gl 
PC& > B, Cl = C-Z,, B, Gl” 
%[Z,, B, G]” = [Z,, dB, G]‘. 
It is easy to fit B,‘(Z,, G) into the framework of oriented bordism Q,( . ) (see [2]). Let 
(Z,, B, G) be a free triple. Then B is the bundle space of a principal Z, x G-bundle where 
b(h, g) = hbg (if H were not necessarily abelian, one would use h-‘bg). The base space of the 
bundle is the ot bit space X/Z,. Then 
(3.2)8,‘(2,, G) =: R,(B(Z, x G)) where [Z,, B, G]’ corresponds to the element of 
R,(B(Z, x G)) represented by a classifying map 
cp : X/Z, + B(Z, x G) 
of the Z, x G-bundle B + X/Z,. If H,(BG) is free abelian, then R,(BG) is a free !&-module 
[2; p, 49, p. 1311, and 
R,(BZ,) @ &,(BG) =: R,(BZ, x BG) z R,(B(Z, x G)). 
(3.3) !&(BZ,) 0 &,(BC) =: B,‘(Z,, G). Letting (B, 2,) and (B’, G) be closed oriented 
bundles, the above isomorphism is defined by 
where 
[B, Z,] 0 [B’, Cl + [Z,, B x B’, Gl’ 
h(b, b’) = (hb, b’), (6, b’)g = (b, b’g). 
The group B,“(Z,, G) can also be interpreted in terms of Q,( . ), but in a more compli- 
cated way. Let (Z, , B, G) be an oriented triple such that Z, acts freely on KY. Select a genera- 
tor T of 2, and let F(T) c Tnt X denote the set of fixed points of T. Since p is prime, then Z, 
acts freely on X- F(T). 
Fix x E F(T) and consider the fiber p-‘(x) of B above x. Since 6.x = x for h E Z, then h 
maps p-‘(x) into itself. If we fix 6 E p-‘(x) then a homomorphism rb : Z, -+ G is defined by 
hb = b . rb(h). Moreover rb9 = g-lrbg so that rb is unique up to conjugacy as a homomor- 
phism Z, -+ G. Denote by rx the conjugacy class of rb. 
Continue to assume x E F(T). Let n be the dimension of X and let k be the dimension 
of the component of F(T) containing x. There is the normal bundle to F(T) in X, and around 
x it is an O(n - k)-bundle. Moreover Z, acts on the normal bundle as a group of bundle 
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maps, leaving each point of F(T) fixed. There is determined as above a unique conjugacy 
class r,’ of homomorphisms rb’ : Z, -+ O(n - k). Since no points of the normal bundle are 
fixed by T except the zero vector, then r*‘(T) E O(n - k) leaves only the zero vector fixed. 
This implies n - X: even. 
Choose a homomorphism r: Z, 4 G, choose k between 0 and n with n - k even, and 
choose a homomorphism r’ : Z, + O(n - k) such that r’(T) leaves only the zero vector of 
R”-k fixed. Let F( r, r’) be all x E F(T) with r an element of the conjugacy class r, and r’ an 
element of the conjugacy class rXr. According to [3, p. 1341, the structural group of the 
G-bundle p-‘(F(r, r’)) --* F(r, r’) can be reduced to the centralizer C(r) of r(Z,,) in G in a 
uniquely specified way. Thus we obtain a C(r)-bundle over F(r, r’). Similarly the structural 
group of the normal bundle to F(r, r’) can be reduced to the centralizer C(r’) of r’(Z,) in 
O(n - k). We thus obtain a C(r’)-bundle over F(r, r’). Moreover the C(r) and C(r’)-bundles 
are uniquely determined by the initial bundles (see [3, p. 1341). Taking a Whitney sum, we 
thus obtain a C(r) x C(r’)-bundle over F(r, r’). Moreover F(r, r’) can be canonically oriented 
(see [3, p. 144]), hence the classifying map 
F(r, r’) --t B(C(r) x C(r’)) 
represents an element of R,(B(C(r) x C(r’))). 
The following result is tedious but straightforward, and is left to the reader. 
THEOREM 3.4. The group B,“(Z,, G) is canonically isomorphic to 
I:,. r’Rk(B(C(r) x C@‘))). 
Here r ranges over a complete family of representatives of conjugacy classes of homomor- 
phisms Z, --t G, and C(r) is the centralizer of r(Z,) in G. Also k ranges over all 0 I: k I n with 
n - k even, and r’ ranges over a complete family of representatives of conjugacy classes of 
homomorphisms  : Z, -+ O(n - k) tcith s(Z,) having only the zero vector as stationary point, 
and C(r) is the centralizer of r’(Z,) in O(n - k). 
Thus both B,‘(Z,, G) and B,“(Z,, G) can be interpreted in terms of Q,( . ). The follow- 
ing basic remark is just an anaiogue of [2, p. 931. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (Z,, B, G) be a closed oriented triple, where G is a compact Lie group 
wYth H,(BG) free abelian and bchere p is an odd prime, Suppose also that dim X = 2n. There is 
the closed oriented free triple (Z,, B x S I, G) where 
T(b, s) = (Tb, As), (b, slg = (bg, s), 
T the generator of Z, . Then the bordism class 
CZ,,B~S’,G-J’EBI,+,(Z,,G) 
is possibly up to an element of order tlvo, independent of the action of Z, on B. 
Proof Recalling the identification (3.2), we must study the classifying map of t e 
Z, x G-bundle B -+ X x S’/Z, . The base space is the orbit space of the Z,-action on X x S’ 
given by 
T(x, s) = (TX, Is), T generator of Z, . 
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Consider a classifying map 
qd’xS’/Z,+B(Z,xG)=BZ,xBG. 
Then rp = p1 x ‘pz where 
‘pl : X x S I/Z, -+ BZ,, ‘pz : X x S’/Z, -+ BG 
are classifying maps for the separate bundles. 
The map ‘pt is easiest to understand. Consider the universal space EZ, as the infinite 
dimensional sphere with S’ as l-skeleton, and consider BZ, as the infinite dimensional lens 
space with S’/Z, = S” as l-skeleton. The projection X x S1 -+ S’ is Z,-equivariant, hence 
we can take 
q, : X x S’/Z, -+ S’/Z, c BZ, 
as induced by projection. We also sometimes use ‘pl as the map into S”. Note that ‘pr is a 
bundle map into S” with fiber X. 
We also construct ‘pz. Let f3 : X+ BG be a classifying map for the G-bundle over X. 
Since T : X -+ X is covered by a G-bundle map, then OT : X -P BG is also a classifying map for 
the same bundle. Hence there exists a homotopy 
of classifying maps with 0, = 0 and 0, = OT. Define 
by 
Then (p2’ induces 
40~’ : X x S’ -+ BG 
CPZ’(X, e=“p) = O,(x), 0 I t I 1 
cpz’(Tx, is) = (p2’(x, s). 
40~ : X x Sl/Z, --f BG. 
Considering X x S’/Z, as fibered over S” with X as fiber, we thus see that (p2 can be taken 
so as to concide with the given 0 : X + BG on a given fiber X. 
Hence we consider [Z,, B x S’, G]’ as corresponding to the map 
~0 : X x S’/Z, -+ S’ x BG c BZ, x BG. 
Take BG as a closed smooth oriented manifold of high dimension. Recall that QJS’ ‘) is a 
free Q-module with generators 
‘10 E QJS”), Yr E Q,(P) 
corresponding to the inclusion of a point in S’r, and to the identity map S” + S” respec- 
tively. Also [2, p. 1311 
Q,(S”) @ &*(BG) = R,(S” x BG) 
under the exterior product in bordism. Let z E Q2,+ ,(S” x BG) be the element represented 
by the map ‘p, Then 
s=a,@x+cQOy 
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where x E R,,(BG) and y E Rzn+, (BG). Moreover x can be constructed as follows [2, p. 1331. 
Fix a base point s,, of S” and consider a representative cp’ of: which is transverse regular on 
s0 x BG c s” x BG. Then v’-‘(s, BG) can be considered a closed oriented Zn-manifold, 
and the restriction of cp’ to this manifold represents X. By the above construction, the 
classifying map 0 : X- BG then represents x E R2,(BG) in our particular case. Hence x is 
completely independent of the action ofZ,. Moreover Q,(BG) is a free R,-module with even 
dimensional generators, hence R 2,cl(BG) consists of elements of order two. The theorem 
follows. 
$4. BUNDLES UPON WHICH (Z,Y ACTS 
Recall that S” = S’/Z, is the l-skeleton of BZ,. The inclusion S” -+ BZ, represents an 
element x1 E Q,(BZ,). Define a sequence 
1, c I, c . . . c Ii c . . 
of ideals of R, inductively as follows: 
(a) I0 = 0 
(b) ik consists of all w E R, with OCL~ E lk_l . R,(BZ,). Here Ik-, . R,(BZ,) consists 
of all Clrixi where \l‘i E In_l and .yi E R,(BZ,). Later we compute [I explicitly. The next 
theorem motivates consideration of these ideals. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose ((Z,)‘, B, G) is a closed oriented triple, tthere G is of the form 
U(n,)x . . . xU(n,) antlp is an o&prime. Suppose that (Z,)” acts ~r.itholrt s ationary points on X 
ad that dim X = 2n. Then the bordism class [B, G] E Rzn(BG) of the principal G-bundle 
has 
[B, G] E fk . R,(BG). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. Consider first the case Xr = 1. Given the closed 
oriented triple (Z,, B, G) with Z, acting freely on X, form 
[Z,, B x D’, G]” E B;,+?(Z,, G) 
where Dz is the unit ball in C and where T acts on B x D’ by T(b, rl) = (Tb, Id). 
Operating in 
B;,,+ z(Z, , (3 f+ B;,,. ,<Z, > G). 
then 
r[Z,, B x D’, G]” = [Z,, B x S’, G]‘. 
If follows from (3.4) that [Z,, , B x D2, G]” = 0, since T : X x D’ --f X x D’ has no fixed 
points. Hence [ZP, B x S’, G]’ = 0. According to (3.5) and (3.3), we have 
0 = (Z,, B x S’, G]’ = [S’, Z,] 0 [B, G] + 2-torsion. 
Since [S’, Z,] = zl is of odd order p in Q,(BZ,) [2], then 
[S’, Z,] @ [B, G-j = u1 @x = 0 
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in Q*(BZ,) 0 &*(BG). Since R,(BG) is a free R-module with basis {xiJ, then x = &.~~xt 
where Wi E R,. Then oi rl = 0 for each i and wi E I,. Then 
x E zt . R*(BG). 
Suppose now that the theorem is true for k, and consider a closed oriented 
((Z,)” + ‘, B, G) 
with no stationary points on X. Write (z,)~+’ = Z, x H, and let T be a generator of Z,. 
Consider 
[Z,, B x D’, G]” E B’;,+ 2(Zp, G), 
T(b, d) = (Tb, j-d), (6, d)g = (bg, d). According to (3.4), 
B&+2 (Z,, G) =xQ,(BC(r) X BC(r’)). 
That is, [Z,, B x D’, G]” is uniquely determined by certain C(r) x C(r’)-bundles p,,,’ over 
F(r, r’), where R(r, r’) is in the fixed point set of T: X x D* + X x D’. 
Note that r is a homomorphism 
rl .f. r,: Z, -+ U(n,)x . . . sU(n,). 
The centralizer C(r) = C(r,)x . . . xC(r,), and each C(rj) is of the form Ll(m,).u- - xV(m,). 
Moreover r’: Z, + O(m - k) has r’(Z,) leaving only the zero vector stationary. Hence C(r’> 
is of the form 
(i(n,)x * . . su(f2p-1,2) 
as in [3, p. 1441. It thus follows that each C(r) x C(r’) is a product of unitary groups. 
We need next that H acts on the C(r) x C(r’)-bundle for all r and r’. Let H act on 
B x Dz by h(6, n) = (hx-, tf). To see that H acts on the C(r)-bundle, recall that for b E B with 
p(b) E F(T), we define rb : Z, + G by Tb = b . r*(T). Now the principal C(r)-bundle consists 
of all b with rb = r, thus of all b E p-lF(‘(T) with hb = b . r(h) [3, p. 1341. NOW 
hb . rb(T) = hTb = T/lb = hb . r,,(T), 
thus r,,,, = rb for all h E H. Thus clearly H acts on the C(r)-bundle, and in precisely the same 
way on the C(r’)-bundle. Hence H acts on the C(r) x C(r’)-bundle. Finally Hacts on the base 
space F(r, r’), and it can be checked that it preserves orientation. If H had stationary Points 
on F(r, r’), then it is seen that (Z,) “l would have stationary points on X. By induction, then, 
we have 
[Z,, B x D2, G]” E Ik ’ B2”(Z,, G). 
The homomorphism 
a: Bl;,+z(Z,, ‘3 + B;,+ ,(Z,, G) 
is an R-module homomorphism, hence 
[Z,,BxS’,G]‘=y[Z,,BxD2,G]“~Ik~B;,+,(Z,,G~. 
Using (3.5) and (3.3), then 
a1 @ x + 2-torsion E I, . B;,, ,(Z,, G). 
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But p E G, and since every element of 2-torsion is of the form py, then 
r,O.yEI,.B;,+, (Z,, G)=IkR,(BZ,)OnR+(BG). 
As before, let x =C~i”i where .yi ranges over an R-basis. Then mirl E rkQ,(sZ,) and 
uiEIk+r, -TElk+r .R*(BG). 
The theorem therefore follows. 
We turn now to the computation of I~. Suppose we take a sequence of closed oriented 
smooth manifolds 
N%‘-2 
> ..‘, 
Ntp*-2 
such that each has all Pontryagin numbers divisible by p, and such that 
s,[NJk] = p mod p2, 4/i = 2p’ - 2. 
Then in R, the ideal generated byp, [NZp-‘J, _ _ . , [N2pk-2] is independent ofthe particular 
sequence chosen. This can be seen as in [2, p. 1141. 
We review the !&-module structure of fi,(SZ,) [2, p. 1441. There exist elements 
“‘ak E %, , k = 1, 2, 3, . . . such that all Pontryagin numbers of ~~~~~ are divisible by p, such 
that s,[I~LJ = p mod p2 for k = 2p’ - 2, and such that 
fi,(BZ,) = F,IF, 
where F,, is the free Q-module with generators z,, clj, - -, x2”+, , - - - and where 
F, is the Q-submoduie spanned by j?,, /?,, --, fi2n+L, - -, fiznfl =pzzn+r + 11’4~2n_3 
+ 1t’8a2n-7 + - - - . Suppose inductively that Ik is the principal ideal of R, generated by 
P, 'V2p-2, *-*I '1'2P k - 1 _2. We must then compute Ikfl. 
We shall consider the function which assigns to an R-module N the (Q//,)-module 
N/Ik . N. As usual, right exactness is preserved, Let N’ = N/Ik . N, !2’ = n/l,. In particular, 
F6 is a free R’-module with generators cur, rj, . . . . There are the elements H&E ok, 
corresponding to IY~, . Then I& = 0 for 4r < 2pk - 2 while IV;, k_ 2 is non-zero and is not 
a divisor of zero in R’. In 
F,’ -+ F,’ --+ Cl,‘(BZ,) + 0 
the image of F,’ is generated by 
P&l = w;p’L-2 Xl’, 
K?,k+ 1 = w&+_2 c+’ + N&k’II’, . . . . 
Suppose w+, E Qsn has w,, u, E I,Sl,(BZ,). Then 
wj, c(r E Ikfii*(BZP). 
Passing to w;, 2,’ E F,‘, we then have 
+('oW;p*+2 + v4w;pk-2))c(;,_2p*_* + .'. 
+(v,w(, + Y‘+w;,_~ + ... + V4n_2p*+2(V;pL_2)~1'. 
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Hence 
in 0’. Then 
\I0 = 0, VA = 0, . . . , L'4n_2Zpk_2 - 0, v 4"_2++1 l+z-2 - W4" = 0 
in 0’. Hence 
w’ j, = l’j”_2++~ W;,k_2 
and ~0~” is in the ideal generated by p, N’~~._~, . , II’~,+_~. Also 
&,k- 1 = \v~p*_2 r*,’ 
thus N,> + 1 rll’ = 0 in R,‘(BZ,), 
N’~,,L~ x1 E Ik d,(BZ,). 
It follows that Ik+I is precisely the principal ideal generated by p, N’~~_~, . . , 11~2p~--2. 
THEOREM 4.2. Consider the ideal Ik offi* defined in Section 3. Let 
N'p-2 
1"., 
,,/2&+-'-2 
be closed oriented smooth manifolds n.ith all Pontryngin numbers clirisible by p, and with 
s,[N”‘] = p mod p’, 4r = 2~’ - 2. Then I,, is the principal ideal of R, generated by p, Nzpy2, 
. . . ) N2p*-'-2. 
The theorem of the introduction now follows as a corollary. 
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